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Investigation of Lonza Group AG
SIX Exchange Regulation initiates investigation of Lonza Group AG for
potential violation of the rules governing management transactions,
reporting obligations and ad hoc publicity.
SIX Exchange Regulation, a SIX Swiss Exchange AG body charged with the
supervision and enforcement of issuer obligations, has initiated an investigation
of Lonza Group AG in response to the suspicion that Lonza Group AG may have
breached its obligations regarding reporting obligations, ad hoc publicity and the
disclosure of management transactions. The investigation is being conducted in
connection with the delayed reporting of transactions made by a member of
senior management (disclosure of management transactions) as well as the
circumstances of the publication of changes in the composition of the company’s
board of directors (Ad hoc publicity). Also under investigation is Lonza’s failure
to provide SIX Exchange Regulation with a copy of the invitation to and agenda
of its annual general meeting of shareholders (reporting obligations).
Investigatory proceedings will continue for an indefinite period. SIX Exchange
Regulation will announce its findings, although no information will be provided
while the proceedings are ongoing.
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Relations.
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SIX Swiss Exchange
SIX Swiss Exchange is one of the world’s leading and most technologically advanced
securities exchanges. It provides customers with first-rate securities exchange services
and brings together participants, issuers and investors in an efficient and transparent
marketplace. In addition to the broad palette of products it offers, the SIX Swiss
Exchange's integrated, fully automatic trading, clearing and settlement system is indeed
convincing. www.six-swiss-exchange.com
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SIX Swiss Exchange is a subsidiary of SIX Group. On a worldwide scale, SIX Group
offers first-rate services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well
as financial market information and payment transactions.
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